ABBREVIATIONS COMMONLY USED IN NOTES FROM TRUSTEE'S OFFICE
ACP
Adv Pro
Am Sch
AP
APOC
arr
BPA
BPO
CH
CMI
cs
DI or disp inc
div
DSO
feas
fee app
fs
f-t or f/t
GUC
hh
HHG
HTS
iao
JLA
LA
NOH

applicable commitment period
adversary proceeding
amended schedule(s)
amended plan
amended proof of claim
arrearage(s)
base plan amendment
broker's price opinion
confirmation hearing
current monthly income
child support
disposable income
dividend
domestic support obligation/obligee
feasibility
supplemental attorney fee application
food stamps
full-time
general unsecured creditors
household
household goods
higher than scheduled
in the amount of
judicial lien avoidance
lien avoid(ance)
Notice of Hearing

LTS
MFR or 362
MTD
MTE
NFS
pif
ppl
p/s
PDI
PO
POC
PPSC
p-t or p/t
PTD
RE
req
s/b
SE
SFA
SSD
SSI
tax app
tee fee
TR
VP

lower than scheduled
motion for relief from stay
motion to dismiss
motion to extend
non-filing spouse
pay in full/paid in full
people (e.g., # of ppl in hh f-t)
paystub, pay advice
projected disposable income
pay order/wage order
proof of claim
post petition support certification
part-time
petition to dismiss
real estate
requires/required/requirement
should be
self-employment
statement of financial affairs
social security disability
social security income
county tax appraisal
trustee percentage fee
tax returns
voluntary petition

DI test req higher plan pmt since p/s inc is so much HTS
feas is questionable due to # of ppl in hh f-t; also fs will be stopping w/in next 6 mos
need amen Sch I showing NFS's new p-t job & DSO pmt; also remove NFS car pmt since already pif per 341 testimony
arr POC filed LTS iao $4000
feas tight but OK unless tee fee incr above 9.4%
need 2016 TR and tax app for all RE on Sch A
finance co's POC shows filed judgment; can't LA in plan as HHG; must use JLA section instead
case is above median so ACP is 60 mos - must file AP to state this
inc test req that at least $10,500 to GUC; pmts of $520 x 60 will cover this; OK to file BPA

